TAKADI
Delivering Sustainability
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Executive Summary
Forty percent of Uganda’s forests are gone, and at current rates of deforestation, there will
not be any left by the year 2050ii.1. The World Bankii.2, United Nationsii.3, and Uganda’s
national governmentii.1 have all identified this as one of the most pressing issues facing the
country.
The reason behind these massive rates of deforestation is that 90% of Ugandans use wood
or charcoal as fuelii.4. Innovators in Uganda’s capital city of Kampala have developed a
technical solution: an alternative briquette made from organic waste. But this alternative
fuel doesn’t have the recognition or convenience necessary to significantly displace
charcoal use.
Takadi offers a solution to this gap between product and consumer. Takadi is a
subscription service that provides fuel delivery and waste collection in one convenient
experience. Once a customer subscribes to Takadi, a delivery person will come to their
home once a week, delivering a week’s supply of sustainable fuel and removing their
waste in the same trip. Two week’s worth of charcoal alone costs about 40,000ugx
(Ugandan Shillings, $1 ≈ 3,500ugx)ii.5, but a Takadi subscription includes fuel, delivery, and
waste collection for 30,000ugx; creating more value for a lower price while still making a
profit. In short, Takadi makes waste-based fuels so convenient that it becomes the obvious
and easy choice.
An initial investment of $15,000 will fund a 6-week pilot of 200 customers. If this pilot is
successful, earnings will be reinvested to help Takadi expand to a projected 10,000
customers in the first 5 years, bringing in a potential annual net income of over $260,000.
Takadi will save forests, keep cities clean, and increase the quality of life for people
throughout Uganda.
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Problem
Forests for Fuel
In Uganda, 90% of all households use wood or charcoal as
their primary source of fuel for cooking1.1. Uganda’s
population has almost doubled over the last 20 years to
around 40 million people, and is projected to continue
growing at a rate of 3.2% annually1.2 . The growing demand
for biomass fuel has put an enormous strain on the nation’s
forest resources. Currently, over 44 million tons of forest
biomass is consumed each year, but Uganda’s forests can
currently only sustainably supply 26 million tons1.3. As forests
continue to recede, Uganda will see rising prices of the
population’s primary fuel source, decreasing ecosystem
services, and increasing greenhouse gas emissions through
the removal of natural carbon sinks.

Sustainable Use

Current Use

Urban Waste Management

Waste Produced Waste Collected

The city of Kampala has a population of over 1.5 million people
and produces 1,500 tons of trash per day. Only about 40% of this
trash is collected and deposited in landfills. The remaining waste is
either burned in pits at households or dumped in open sewage
ditches causing blockages and flooding. This low level of trash
collection is caused by the lack of government services in poor
neighborhoods. These neighborhoods have less developed
infrastructure and an inability to pay for trash collection services.
Uncollected trash causes both health problems and infrastructure
degradation. Over 85% of waste in Kampala is organic and
therefore could be used to produce fuel or compost1.4.

Technical Solution: Implementation Problem
Briketi is a waste-based briquette produced by a company in Kampala called
Green Bio Energy. By producing fuel from waste instead of trees, Green Bio
Energy addresses both the deforestation and waste management challenges
faced by Uganda. Furthermore, switching to a sustainable source of fuel, like
organic waste, reduced nearly half of emissions of greenhouse gases in a
study of charcoal production in Uganda1.5.Briketi does not burn as hot or fast
as charcoal, but it is less expensive, lasts longer, and can be used to cook all of
the same foods for which charcoal is used. Some of these differences have
hindered the uptake of Briketi, but its biggest barrier is a lack of recognition
and availability. Charcoal can be bought on any corner around the city, but
Briketi has to be sought out. Therefore, current customers are more educated
and environmentally conscious consumers, not the large number of lower
middle-income people for whom Briketi could be a more affordable
alternative fuel source. If Briketi were more convenient and accessible it could
take advantage of this largely untapped market.
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Solution - Takadi
Fuel
Takadi provides households with briquettes produced in Kampala
from organic waste, primarily matoke (type of banana) peels.
These briquettes burn twice as long as charcoal, generate minimal
soot and smoke, and are cheaper than charcoal by ≈40% at market
price2.1.

Delivery
Takadi will hire employees from a pre-existing network of
individual trash collectors. Employees will collect fuel from nodes
located in each neighborhood and deliver it to households. Many
collectors have access to small vehicles to transport loads; when
Takadi reaches 1,000 customers, we will invest in larger vehicles to
meet customer demand.

Waste Collection
Waste will be collected from households in the same trip as fuel
delivery by the same employee. Takadi employees will bring this
waste to collection nodes before they are brought to government
disposal sites. This waste collection substitutes for unsustainable
practices like burning waste or dumping it into open sewers.

Subscription Model
Takadi will collect payment using a subscription model. Customers
will pay for their subscription every 2 weeks with cash and the
widely used phone-based payment system MobileMoney™. Using a
subscription service allows Takadi to account for payment before
delivery, eliminating any opportunity for price disputes. It also
commits a user to several weeks of use, facilitating a “mandatory”
adjustment period from using charcoal to using briquettes.
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Takadi is a convenient subscription service that
combines waste collection and fuel delivery.
Charcoal Consumer

Takadi Customer

50,000ugx every 2 weeks* 30,000ugx every 2 weeks*
-30-40,000ugx for 25kg of charcoal

-20,000ugx for 25kg of briquettes

-5,000-10,000ugx for trash collection
depending on service

-10,000ugx for delivery, trash collection,
and administrative expenses

-Many people do not have trash
collection because it is too expensive

-One combined and stable price seen by
customers



Expensive fuel



Affordable, efficient fuel



Expensive or irregular
waste collection



Consistent, affordable
waste collection



Time spent purchasing
and transporting fuel



Fuel conveniently
delivered to your door



Unpredictable market
prices



Happiness and sense of
status from service



Smoke and ash in
household



Cleaner air and home

Takadi creates cleaner, more livable neighborhoods,
increasing the quality of life for everyone.
The waste-based briquettes that Takadi provides burn cleaner. By lowering the amount of
smoke and ash in households across Kampala, Takadi increases household cleanliness and
long term health of residents.
By providing an organizational structure to pre-existing informal waste collection services,
Takadi can provide waste management more effectively to more households. Therefore,
trash is disposed of properly and kept off the streets.
By utilizing a subscription model, Takadi can provide consistent, reliable employment to
individual trash collectors, increasing their quality of life and creating an incentive to work
for Takadi.
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* 3,500 UGX ≈ $1

Business Model
Revenue
Customers will subscribe to Takadi and pay with
cash or MobileMoney™, a phone-based payment
system commonly used in Uganda. Customers will
renew their subscription every 2 weeks. The price
point for a subscription is 30,000 UGX* for 2
weeks for a delivery of 25kg of briquettes and
trash collection services. This compares to the
next best alternative for potential Takadi consumers: walking to a market to purchase charcoal for
30-40,000 UGX per two weeks4.1 and trash collection which cost 5,000-10,000 UGX every 2 weeks.
Once Takadi obtains 1,000 subscribers in the first
year of operation, net annual income will be 44
million UGX or $12,200.

Takadi

Expenses
Takadi will purchase briquettes in bulk from companies such as Green Bio Energy. If 1,000
families subscribe to the service, Takadi will need 50 tons of briquettes per month to meet
customer needs. Another expense will come from employee salaries for the collection and
delivery services. At 1,000 customers, Takadi will need 25 employees who will each deliver to
8 families a day, five days a week. Other expenses will come from administrative wages,
marketing, and truck rental (See Appendix).

25 workers
200,000 UGX monthly wage
5 million UGX

50 tons
40 million UGX

Initial Investment
Takadi’s initial capital needs will total $15,000. This will be enough to purchase the first month
of briquettes for 200 customers, pay wages, establish basic business credentials in Kampala,
and pay for initial marketing implementation, and other unforeseen expenses. Further details
are discussed in our pilot plan on page 7.
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* 3,500 UGX ≈ $1

Scaling the Social Enterprise
Costs
As Takadi’s customer base grows our total
costs will increase. More workers, rental
trucks, and storage will be needed to sustain
collection and delivery. Cost of goods sold
(purchasing briquettes) will remain the largest
expense. However, due to efficiencies of scale
we expect our marginal costs to decrease,
making each additional customer more profitable.

$12,200

200

1,000

Workforce
Takadi will pay our delivery team 200,000ugx
per month. This is more than the 100150,000ugx that individual trash collectors
currently earn. Our initial team will have 5
delivery people making 8 deliveries per day.
As Takadi grows to 10,000 customers our
delivery staff will need to grow to 150 making
11 deliveries per day, 6 days a week. Due to
efficiency savings we intend to raise wages at
this point as well.

$260,000

$3,100

Annual Net Income

10,000

Increasing Impacts
As the business grows, Takadi will reach a
scale where we can obtain infrastructure
necessary to separate waste into organic and
inorganic streams. Once waste is sorted there
is an opportunity to either compost organic
waste and sell it as fertilizer or sell organic
waste to companies who produce wastebased briquettes. Although some waste will
still be sent to general waste management
facilities, Takadi will be increasingly conscious
about where collected waste goes as the
business scales.

Takadi

As Takadi grows, our business model must be able to sustainably adapt to changes and efficiently meet market demand. Households in Kampala will have different fuel needs. Therefore,
as Takadi refines its understanding of the market we anticipate diversifying our subscription
models to include weekly, biweekly, and monthly delivery services.
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Assumptions and Unknowns
Through Faith Nawagi, our Acara contact in Kampala, as well as
Green Bio Energy and Yunus Social Business—Uganda (YSB-U),
Takadi has validated our assumptions, and discovered new
questions to address in our pilot.

Unknowns

Assumptions


Kampalans who earn 250,000400,000ugx per month would switch
from burning trash to a waste
collection system like Takadi.



How will Takadi’s business model
mesh with existing trash collection
infrastructure and customs?

Basis: 4/4 “yes” responses to
a survey of representative
Kampalans



Will Ntinda be the ideal neighborhood
for Takadi, or would another, like
Wakiso, be better?

Takadi’s current subscription model
would reduce costs for many
Kampalans.



Is an on-demand model more in tune
with the expectations and demands of
Kampalans than a scheduled
subscription model?



How does the volume of trash
collected at each household compare
to the volume of fuel delivered?









Basis: 75% of Kampalans
surveyed who buy sacks of
charcoal pay 30,000ugx or
more every 2 weeks.

Mobile Money is a secure payment
platform.




Resolved through pilot:

Basis: “I personally use
mobile money for business
and recommend it.”
- Edrisa Sembatya, YSB-U

$15,000 will allow Takadi to run a
pilot and establish itself as a
business in Uganda


Basis: Income statement (see
appendix) and costs provided
by Edrisa (YSB-U)

Resolved through further research:


Current trash collectors currently visit
homes when the homeowner is
present. How do collectors and
homeowners coordinate schedules?



What specific Kampala city regulations
on trash collection will Takadi need to
obey?



What specific steps must Takadi take
to register as a company in Uganda?



Can we reduce fuel prices by
purchasing in bulk from companies
like Green Bio Energy
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Pilot Plan
Time Frame
The initial validation of our business model is planned to take six weeks. Two weeks
will be dedicated to marketing the service and acquiring customers, and in the following
month Takadi will implement waste delivery and fuel collection, and obtain metrics to
evaluate the business model. The total cost of this pilot experiment will be $15,000.
Model Validation
To validate our business model, Takadi aims for an initial density of 200 households
using our subscription service in a single neighborhood. Takadi will initially recruit customers
in the district of Ntinda through a two-week marketing campaign prior to the implementation
of our delivery system. During these two weeks, current individual trash collectors will be
approached and offered contract positions with Takadi. By using this existing network, Takadi
will quickly gain the trust of customers and accelerate market penetration, while using
collectors’ familiarity with the region to address logistical issues.
Over the course of the next month, these trash collectors will deliver waste-based
briquettes to households and remove their waste in the same trip. Once this waste has been
collected, the contract employee will deliver the waste to a collection node, and then the
Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA), who will aggregate the trash collected and dispose of it
legally. We will work to develop a system of collection nodes where trash can be deposited
before it is brought to the KCCA. This KCCA disposal comes at no cost to Takadi. The fuel
provided to the pilot neighborhood will be purchased in bulk and stored at rented properties
in Ntinda.
This pilot will provide further insight into the desired frequency of fuel delivery and
waste collection. Trash collectors and customers will be surveyed periodically to acquire data
regarding the satisfaction of customers and the amount of trash collected with different
delivery frequencies. This will ensure that the delivery and subscription business model will be
effectively tailored to the target market.
Staff and Partners
Takadi will hire staff that understands both the service being provided and the
customer being served. Our target customer segment is households making 250,000 - 550,000
UGX* monthly. Takadi will hire 5 contracted trash collectors, who will be paid 200,000 UGX
each for the month-long pilot. Strategic business partners such as Green Bio Energy, who
produce briquettes, are essential suppliers to Takadi.

Initial Investment
Takadi has already secured $1,000 of
initial investment for our pilot through the Biz
Pitch competition at the University of
Minnesota’s Carlson School of Management.
We will continue pursuing other sources of
financing at the University including the $5,000
prize from the Acara Challenge.
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* 3,500 UGX ≈ $1

Theory of Change
Output

Input
Convenient
subscription service
that combines
waste collection
and waste-based
fuel delivery.

200 Pilot subscribers are introduced
to briquettes and
save 20 tons of
trees per month

200x

Outcome

Impact

Thousands in
Kampala will use
waste-based
briquettes as
Takadi expands
to other cities.

At 100,000 subscribers:


One million tons of trees
saved per year



≈5% increase in citywide
trash collection.

Conclusion
Takadi Energy offers a subscription model that makes waste-based
briquettes a more convenient, less expensive alternative to wood-based
charcoal. By streamlining sales for companies that repurpose organic
waste into cleaner-burning briquettes, we will reduce the impact of the
most common form of cooking in Uganda on our customers' pocketbooks
and lungs, and the nation's forests and emissions. We ask for $15,000 to
fund our upcoming pilot, where we will test the fundamentals of our
business plan and acquire our first 200 customers on the road to
improving lives across Uganda.
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About Us
Maggie Kristian
A junior double majoring in Environmental Science and Applied
Economics at the University of Minnesota, Maggie is passionate about
social entrepreneurship and design thinking. Her background in social
sciences gives her a unique perspective on business solutions, and she is
excited to pursue solutions to energy issues in Uganda with the Takadi
team.

Claire Irwin
A junior studying Finance and International Business at the University of
Minnesota, Claire’s expertise in business practices has been critical to
analyzing the current marketplace, assessing feasibility of possible
solutions, and developing a sustainable business model for the team.
Her skills with graphic design have also been critical to the team’s
presentations and business documentation.

Ethan Loosbrock
A senior studying Chemical Engineering, Ethan is passionate about
sustainability. His affinity for entrepreneurship has sent him in search of
ways to combine these interests to meaningfully change the way people
interact with the natural environment. His technical training provides
unique analytical skills that help him approach business problems in a
creative way.

Ben Ihde
Ben is a first-year master’s student in Science, Technology, and
Environmental Policy. His bachelor’s degree in physics prepares him to
assess the technical features of the project, and his previous startup
experience helps the team identify and track down the details that are
needed for the project to succeed.

Peder Garnaas-Halvorson
Peder graduated from St. Olaf College with a degree in Psychology and
French. He is currently pursuing his master’s degree in Science,
Technology, and Environmental Policy. Peder is also the co-founder and
Chair of Mwendo Congo, an organization that supports health and
education initiatives in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

Faith Nawagi
Faith Nawagi has a BS Nursing from Makerere University College of
Health Sciences with wide experience in research, community health,
social entrepreneurship, grant writing, program management, and
building partnerships as well as cross-cultural linkages, in Africa and
across the globe. Faith has won various mini grants which have been
focusing on the various health challenges in Uganda. These have all
been successfully implemented and published with scientific journals.
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10,000 Customers
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